To the Editor:

Your recent editorial on religion led me to think you might find space to offer your readers the following comments on Religious Opinion.

It has been rightly said: "Man has a right to an opinion about anything which may be determined on the basis of fact."

One of the definitions of FACT is: "any statement which is true." God who cannot lie has spoken and has had his statements written in a book, translations of which we have at hand. The statements of the book are so important and so undeniable that Jehovah said, "Heaven and earth shall pass away but your words shall not pass away." It is possible therefore to know on the basis of fact what God thinks of man and what our attitude should be toward Him. Read the first few chapters of Paul's letter to the Romans and you will find a discussion of religious opinion. What is true is that this revolution leads to unbearable skepticism. When the facts are available it is easy to form opinions which are intelligent men to form opinions which are sensible and which follow any philosophy which disagree in any detail or particular with the revealed facts.
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